The PHERMEX accelerator is a three-cavity rf linac that operates at 50 MHz. Each cavity has a radius of 2.3 m and a length of 2.6 m. The accelerator produces an electron beam with a peak current of 500 A and energy of 30 MeV.[1,2] RF power is supplied by multiple 2.5-MW tetrodes feeding coaxial lines with loops in the cavity wall. To increase the fields, multiple tetrodes and coupling loops must be used in each cavity; the problems associated with multiple-loop coupling are investigated.
Introduction
The PHERMEX accelerator is unique in that it uses large (4.6 m diameter) resonant cavities to provide the accelerating gradients for the electron beam. The cavities are driven in the TMolo standing wave mode at 50 MHz by 5 Mwatt rf amplifiers. The electric field is along the axis, depends on r only, is a maximum on the axis, and is zero on the cylindrical boundary. The magnetic field is in the 0 direction and loops in the cylindrical wall couple by the B field to excite the cavity. The resulting E field on the axis accelerates the beam. A high Q of more than 105 may be realized from large cavities with a small surface to volume ratio. This high Q results in a high stored energy and thus large accelerating field. These may be increased further by multiple power feeds into a single cavity and investigation of the power feed, in particular the coupling loops in the cavity, form the subject investigated here. 
Investigations
To investigate coupling into the PHERMEX cavities, an earlier test cavity was fed with c.w. low power (2 watt) using one, two, or three loops. Cavity fields and reflected power from each loop were monitored, the frequency and coupling were varied. The latter could be accomplished either by rotating the plane of the loop relative to the cavity field or by changing the area.
To understand the situation, the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3 . The power tubes are assumed to be constant V, each loop has self-inductance L and is coupled to the equivalent L of the cavity %y a mutual inductance M. R represents the cavity wall losses and C the capacitance such that L,C determine the resonant frequency if the M's are zero.
The circuit equations yield an impedance Zi which is seen by each feed line at the loop: Eq. 1 gives the impedance that must be matched to the 60 ohm line and tube to avoid reflection. As n increases, M must decrease. For identical drive lines and currents, each fi is unity; if any line is different from the other, all f1 change and affect the impedance. In Eq. 1, no direct coupling between adjacent loops is assumed; all interaction between loops is assumed to occur through excitation of the cavity mode which then couples to a second loop by induction. Eq. 1 also reveals the basic operating approach. The second term has a real and imaginary part. The latter is changed by detuning (ca*O) until the sizable jwLo term is canceled. Then the real part of Z. must match the transmission line impedance to avoid reflection; this matching is accomplished by varying M. As n increases, M must be smaller, either by varying the loop area or by rotation such that less cavity flux couples through the loop. The latter method does not change Lo. Figure 4 is a drawing of a loop in a cavity. The transmission line is 60 Q, 14-in. diameter coaxial line that maintains its 60 QV through the taper to the loop.
The angle of loop rotation (6) is measured from the fully coupled horizontal position.
Results
One, two, and three loops were tested; sets of loops of three different areas were used.
The coupling loops used were 0.5-in. Cu rod in a "U" shape, with a 2.2-in. radius of curvature and total height of 5 in., 3 in., and 2.3 in., designed for 1, 2, and 3 loop coupling into the cavity, respectively. The results are as follows. 5. In result 4, it was noted that if the cavity is driven by 3 matched lines, all tuned to give no reflections, that a change in current in one line will cause reflections in all three. A computer code was written to check if the resulting reflections would cause current changes and lead to a divergent or convergent disturbance. The convergent result was found.
